## TA Training and Future Faculty Programs

### CAMPUS-WIDE

#### FIRST YEAR TA TRAINING
- TA Orientation Day each Fall Quarter
- TA and ITA handbooks online
- Plethora of online resources on teaching
- TA taping and Consultation Program
- Pedagogical workshops upon departmental request
- Quarterly series of Teaching Skill workshops
- General support for TAs and faculty on TA issues
- TA Departmental (TAD) Training Grants

#### ADVANCED TA TRAINING
- Lead TA Institute (2 days)
- Weekly Interdisciplinary Seminar for TA Taping consultants
- TA Taping and Consultation (upon request)
- Individual Consultations (upon request)
- Quarterly Pedagogical workshops

#### DEPARTMENTAL PROGRAMS (variable and influx)
- Orientations of 3 hours to three days
- Departmental TA Handbook (many departments)
- Pedagogical workshops (3-9 per year)
- TA Seminar courses (1-3 quarters)
- Require Taping and Consultation or faculty visits
- Weekly meetings with professor or as needed
- Student ratings through ESCI

#### FUTURE FACULTY PROGRAMS
- Summer Teaching Institute for Associates (STIA)
  - Intensive summer preparation program that can be used to fulfill one of the CCUT requirements
- Certificate in College and University Teaching (CCUT)
  - Five requirements culminating in a portfolio that is reviewed by the Faculty Advisory Committee
  - www.graddiv.ucsb.edu/academic/CCUT

### DEPARTMENTAL PROGRAMS

#### Lead TAs (department-wide leadership)

#### Head TAs (for courses with multiple TAs)

#### Advanced workshop topics in some departments

#### TA participation in faculty instructional grants
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